
Shroff’S work is figurative and occasionally surreal - utilising bright colours and humour with darker undertones. 

Androgynous bird characters and humans enact fantasy scenes, mostly in mundane and domestic landscapes.  her work 

explores a range of themes including birth, pregnancy, relationships, sexual identity and gender; from the worship of fertility, 

both historic and modern within the ‘Goddess’ series to the more dystopian set of both organic and mechanical in ‘the 

Queen’ and ‘The Breeders’. The ‘Arsonist’s Ball’ and ‘Motel’ document aspects of relationships and voyeurism while ‘Bucket 

Bath’ is part of a new series set in fantasy landscapes with lurking worlds hidden from us. 

JAnine Shroff was born in Bombay, india in 1983. She works predominantly using mixed media, acrylic and ballpoint-

pens on heavy-weight paper. her early influences were miniature paintings and late 80’s comic books like MAD magazine. 

She completed an M.A. with distinction at Central St. Martins College, London in 2007, following a B.A. at Camberwell 

College of Art. She was short-listed for the Mercury Art Prize in 2007 and has exhibited in group-shows in London at 

the Maritime Museum in Greenwich & The Mall Galleries at the iCA. She has also previously collaborated with Visual 

Disobedience, a Mumbai based art collective.  Shroff is currently working on a new set of personal works as well as 

collaborating with kulture Shop, a collective of designers and illustrators in Bombay. She currently lives and works in 

London.  This is her first solo Mumbai show. 

SiTArA STuDio,  is an independent cultural venue in the heart of Mumbai. originally a film studio, it has hosted some 

of the city’s biggest music gigs, art shows, pop-up garage sales, and theatre and dance performances in the past. These 

include the exhibition of Burmese artists ‘Burma: Brushstrokes of a revolution’, the Thespo theatre festival, The Manhattan 

Short film festival, Airplay, the city’s first aerial dance festival and gigs like Control Alt Delete 3 & 4, oji’s warehouse 

party featuring uk DJs Skream and Benga and Budweiser’s MadeStage. ex-journalist nikhil hemrajani, who wrote for 

publications like The Times of india, hindustan Times and T3, runs the venue.
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“Janine’s work will make you shift in your seat but never allow you to leave it. with a degree from St. Martin’s College of Art, 

London, she amazes with her bold, edgy and sometimes provocative work. her work has found its way into the Guardian 

and GQ india among others.”

kuLTure ShoP

“illustrator and designer Janine Shroff‘s drawings and paintings are curious things. Bizarre, eerie, often casually violent and 

frequently witty, her drawings depict surreal worlds populated by creatures that are half-bird and half-human and imagery 

that’s rich with irony. “

GenDerLoG / DeePAnJAnA PAL

“when we were first exposed to London-based Shroff’s darkly humorous illustrations and designs, we simply knew we had 

to share. hG suggestion–look out for rape rick. Granted, it’s more than a little offbeat but if that doesn’t invoke something 

in your spirit, few things will.

hoMe Grown

“Janine is perhaps best known for her surrealistic, fantastic illustrations. “

ASTrAY.in
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